There was reverence on November 11 and also a buzz of excitement at some digital devices. The College Board passed the budget and special visitors came to have a look. Emily Condon kicked a goal and we had an Art Exhibition of much quality.

Remembrance Day
The secondary community gathered on the Bosco lawns to commemorate ‘the fallen’ on November 11th. It was dignified and moving. We shared a service including a prayer and the ode. We heard from St Mark’s grandfather and President of the RSL Haydn Madigan and we stopped for a moment. We stopped in the gentle warmth of a spring time sun, in the safety of our community, in the security of our wonderful country with the echo a description of battle read by the students and the gentle words of Haydn’s powerful account. We stopped in silence sharing a sense of gratitude and reverence. Gratitude for bravery and sacrifice and reverence for a particular Australian notion of mateship and sacrifice and honour. There is something very special about a shared silence. Something profoundly moving about stopping for a moment and remembering. The haunting trumpet playing the reveille, physically standing to attention, half singing the National anthem, seeing our flag. We will remember them.

Budgets and a Board Responds
The College Board gathered for the final 2014 meeting. We gathered with our usual prayer, response to correspondence, business and committee reports. Our parent members all chair the sub committees. They are required to report back on the progress of initiatives or make connections to the strategies and responsibilities of the school. We heard from Sport and Marketing. We discussed Policy, Uniform and Boarding. There was a Principal Report and a Parents and Friends report. We continued to make sure that things work safely and that we are faithful. But most importantly we tabled the Finance Report which included the Budget for 2015. We looked at a report on the strategies and goals for 2015. We looked at the learning, the buildings, the initiatives. We saw how much things cost and how much money we had to spend. We looked at long term planning and the immediate requirements of running a business. It was a comprehensive and clearly well managed business report. Business Manager Dominic LaBasso had done an excellent job of ensuring a balanced budget with great skill. It has been an excellent Board under the leadership of Alan Zubrinich. It has been robust and wise, cohesive and demanding. It was a Board that took great responsibility and that loved the College. And it supported vision and growth. I thank them for their expertise.

Parent Survey
I do acknowledge the effort many parents took in completing the Uniform Survey a few weeks ago. The results were tabulated and discussed at Board level. What was so reassuring for me was that so many took the time to consider and contribute. The results will be very important for the future as will a forthcoming Parent Satisfaction Survey. This survey is created through the Marketing Committee and assesses how our families are responding to the many areas of school life. It will inform us as part of our school improving process. We look for endorsement and challenge. I invite you to consider the online survey which will be sent out next week.

The New Digital Devices - BYOD Notebook/Tablet
There was a particularly exciting gathering in the Good Samaritan Hall on Thursday morning last week. The students and parents
Mr Jim Scavarelli giving the Year 7 students a preview of the new electronic devices.

were invited to have a look at the new learning devices for 2015. They were able to access the new Notebook/Tablets that are part of the Year 7 and 8 initiative for 2015. Mr Jim Scavarelli and our IT department have now received the ACER Aspire Switch 10 devices and have begun working with them to have them ready by next year. All Year 7s and Year 8s will use these machines as part of the learning experience and last week we gave them a glimpse. The excitement was quite staggering. The students buzzed with interest and anticipation. They will clearly embrace this tool with a certainty and eagerness. It will change the way they do their lessons and the students didn’t lose a beat, they handled this innovation with confidence. They just wanted to get started. It represents a power, an independence and an innovation that they know will make the learning experience so different. The teachers were actually permitted to take the devices home and begin their own exploration of the potential.

Visit by Kylie Smith and some little visitors
I was delighted to offer a welcome to Mrs Kylie Smith, our new Benedict Deputy last week. She came for a visit. She met the staff and had a cup of tea. She went into classrooms and saw some of the outstanding work that our students are doing. She got a sense of culture, the way we care and respect and she even saw a little of the concert rehearsal. She had a chance to sit in the office with Helen McKeough and begin a handover process. But the meeting was gentle and general. There seems so much more to do before we farewell Helen McKeough and before Kylie arrives. There is a building site to complete, a concert to celebrate, curriculum requirements to complete, reports to write and the Christmas season to prepare for. And then this week we welcomed our newest and youngest members of the community. We had visitors from those enrolled in Foundation for next year. They were graciously welcomed by Mrs Jordan and a team of staff and students. I can only imagine that it was a bit bewildering for Mrs Smith and a lot more confusing for our little ones. They are both very welcome. They will both be well looked after.

Wonderful Art
The Bishop Gallagher Centre has been converted into a gallery of really wonderful art and design pieces. The work of our Year 12 students is displayed beautifully for a public exhibition. There is a richness in range and ideas. There is absorbing, delightful, surprising creativity. And there is quality. I think Art teachers Arlette Hunt and Rohan Cheong should be justly proud of their students. And I know that the students have worked hard to produce thought provoking work, to create an impact, to make a statement. Congratulations.

Emily kicking goals
It was wonderful to welcome back Emily Condon who had just completed a soccer tour with the Young Matildas, the Under 20 Australian side. She had just been to Vietnam, just kicked a couple of goals, just played in a team that secured a place in the Asian Cup tournament next year. I marvelled at her athleticism and talent and how she manages to stay connected to her learning at school. She seems to take it all in her stride and quietly keeps balance and perspective. We congratulate Emily and wish her well.

Greg Hay, Principal

We congratulate Year 10 Student Emily Condon who has just returned from a soccer tour in Vietnam with the Young Matildas.
From the APRIM

Catholic Mission Month – Sock it to Poverty in Jamaica
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank the family and friends of our students for their generous support of this year’s Catholic Mission Appeal. As a school community we have raised nearly $5,000 and this just wouldn’t be possible without the continued support of our families. The students thoroughly enjoyed preparing for their stalls and then participating in the wide variety of fund raisers. They were a pleasure to behold – kind to each other, helpful with the younger students and patient whilst waiting their turn – and knowing that they knew why Mission Gala Day was held made it all just that little more special. Here are a few reflections about Mission Gala Day:

Mission Month – When I Grow Up I Want to be Alive!
In Jamaica there is lots of violence and crime. Jessica and Andrew have lost their Dad. At our school we will be raising money on Mission Day. My favourite activity was when my cousin scared me in the Haunted Tunnel!  

Ashley Wulf - Year 1 Red student

Sock It to Poverty for Mission Month
On 6 November 2014, St Mark’s College had Mission Day. We raised $3,631.10. 3 Blue did the Lucky Sock Dip. We put prizes in each sock, it was fun! I went in the Haunted House and the Haunted Maze. The best one was the Haunted Maze. I got my hair and nails done and got a can of soft drink. I was walking around with Scarlett and we did Photo Friendzy. Then I got an iceblock. It was yummy and cold. Scarlett and I went to the Disco and Obstacle Course. I went to the White Elephant Stall and bought some earrings, a necklace and a ring. Scarlett and I bought lots of stuff. We also bought lots of food! I was exhausted that day and tired.  

Mia Williams - Year 3 Blue student

Mission Gala Day
In Term 4 our school participated in Mission Month where we learnt about the world Catholic Mission, what it does and how we can help. This year’s theme was ‘Sock it to Poverty in Jamaica!’ We are doing this because families in Jamaica have lost family members to gun shootings so we were raising money to help the people in this community. In the Bible we read about ‘Living the Message of Jesus’ and how we can make the world a better place. Some of the things we can do are random acts of kindness, being friendly to everyone and helping people out. 

On the morning of Mission Gala Day we watched the Catholic Mission dvd and it reminded us what the day was about. After that we got into groups and started making biscuits. They were really fun to make! One of the highlights of Mission Gala Day was having water balloons thrown at me because I was with my friends. Overall, I had lots of fun and it was really great. I learnt that just doing little things for people makes a big difference. 

Tia Sciangelo - Year 5 Red student

Melissa Gadaleta, APRIM

School Fees Reminder

Please ensure your School Fees are paid by the end of this Term!

In accordance with the College Fees Policy a 7% Charge will be applied to accounts with outstanding balances at the end of the year unless a formal payment arrangement has been negotiated with the College as a result of financial hardship circumstances. Families experiencing financial hardship may contact the College to book a confidential discussion with the Assistant Business Manager or Business Manager.

Attention Bus Students

If your child wishes to catch the Hanley Bus (Gladstone/Crystal Brook/Port Pirie) in 2015, please contact Mrs Deb Slade on 86 33-8836 to confirm your seat.
From the Deputy Principal

In preparation for the season of Advent, as is tradition, we have asked the students of Benedict Campus to use the money they would normally spend on buying Christmas cards for each other, to purchase a non-perishable food item that can be distributed by our local St Vincent de Paul volunteers to families in our local area who need extra support at Christmas time. We have been supporting St Vinnie’s for many years now and it has become an integral part of our Advent outreach as we give generously to those in need.

End of Year Liturgy

Our End of Liturgy, where we formally farewell our Year 7 students from the Benedict Campus community, will be celebrated at 10 am on Friday December 5 in the Good Samaritan Hall. All are welcome to attend.

Orientation Day

New Foundation students for 2015 attended an Orientation Visit this week. Year 1-7 students for next year will visit the Campus on Monday December 1. We welcome all our new students.

Remembrance Day

We commemorated Remembrance Day with a prayer service to remember all those who have lost their lives through war. We thank Mrs Kathryn Crouch and the 7 Blue students for leading our thought provoking service.

Reports

Reports for all F-7 students will be distributed on the last day of the school year, Wednesday December 10. Dismissal time on this day is 12.20 pm.

Benedict Concert

Final rehearsals are taking place for the Concert which will be held in Week 8 and 9 of the term. There will a detailed guide for parents distributed next week detailing drop off, collection points and times, as well as other important details. Please keep this guide close at hand as it provides important details that must be adhered to for the overall organisation and success of our concert nights.

The Theatre rang to thank our parent community for their patience on the first day of ticket sales. The ticketing system, beyond the Theatre’s control, was experiencing time delays, which made ticketing difficult. We add our thanks as well for everyone’s patience.

Awareness

There have been a small number of cases of Whooping Cough (Pertussis) reported within our school community. Please refer to the Department of Health website for information on Whooping Cough including symptoms, diagnosis, infectious periods and treatment.

If your child presents with the described symptoms of whooping cough please seek medical advice before your child returns to school. Immunisation with vaccines that protect against whooping cough are effective in reducing the likelihood of illness and complications from the disease. Children within the school community who have received the recommended number of doses of whooping cough vaccine are therefore less likely to become infected with the disease. If your child is not immunised it is recommended that you contact your doctor for additional advice regarding preventative measures.

Helen McKeough
Deputy Principal - Benedict Campus
Star Students

Foundation Blue
Matilda Doyle
Kyleah Dunstall

Foundation Red
Mason Hocking
Sophia Yin

Foundation Green
Finley Roberts
Ryan Smart
Jaxon Jeffries

Year 1 Blue
Kobi Ganley
Eva Christensen-Lauder

Year 1 Red
Aliza McBride
Davyn Freer

Year 1 Green
Lukas Good
Gracie Waters

Year 2 Blue
Kloe Tyler
Seth Akker

Year 2 Red
Ruby Stark
Brodie Fowler

Year 3 Blue
Maddy Dix
Mia Williams
Connor Gorey

Year 3 Red
Marc Richards
Arabella Hill

Year 3 Green
Aaliyan Hashmi
Claire Coffey

Year 4 Blue
Bree Farrugia
Lucy Watt
Kaitlyn Ganley

Year 4 Red
Kelsey Monaghan
Sanjeet Santhosh

Year 5 Blue
Ainsley Memen
Makenzie Ritter

Year 5 Red
Joseph McNamara
Sam Burgess

Year 5 Green
Elizabeth Flink
Chloe Cunningham

Year 6 Blue
Darcy Connor
Lucinda Smallacome

Year 6 Red
Caleb Thompson
Hamish Barr
Luke Wheaton

Year 6/7 Gold
Lucy Pennell
Will Peterson

Year 7 Blue
Jacob Akker
Tyler Cagney
Scarlette Thoman

Year 7 Red
Noah Waters
Peggy Jackson
Taylor Blieschke

Thank you to our dedicated, compassionate and generous Benedict volunteers.

News in Special Education

“People may not remember exactly what you did, or what you said, but they will always remember how you made them feel.”

This is a quote that describes how important our volunteers have been in our school community. Volunteers share their joy, laughter, bring a kind word, a warm heart and empathy for a person. They are dedicated, compassionate and willingly give their time to help others. This year St Mark’s College has been fortunate to have 13 LAP volunteers throughout the year and was able to support 37 students. Friendships have been formed between our volunteers and students’ confidence has grown.

I would like to acknowledge and thank them for their support during the year on behalf of our school community. I would like to thank - Jayne Gebert, Ann Dillon, Mary Higginbottom, Lynette Clyde, Jarrad Dix, Pat Faulkner, Marianne Gadaleta, Jo Court, Alice Ngatamarlki, Lisa Manners, Ezra Spolding, Teresa Dunbar and Megan Congdon. Also I would also like to thank our hardworking P&F for donating resources for our program throughout the year.

Louise Richards, Special Education Coordinator

Year 1 Excursion

On Friday 14 November Year 1 Blue went to Wallaroo. We went to the Nautical Museum and saw lots of old things. We then went to the beach where we built sandcastles. We got to wear our thongs and put our feet in the water. We had lots of fun.

It was the best excursion ever!

Year 1 Blue students

When I was scooping up the water I fell over and sat in the water. It was nice and cool, it was awesome. This was the best excursion!

Maveric Connelly

We built sandcastles. It was lots and lots of fun!

Kodi Stark and Alex Spolding

I went into the water and scooped it up to take back to the giant castle and trenches we were building.

Cohan Dwyer
From the Deputy Principal

2015 House Captains
The process of electing House Captains is something the College takes very seriously. There is a special House assembly to explain process and protocol. Students are asked to consider the qualities of a House Captain and what it means to be a servant leader. It is in that context the voting begins. Staff and students are asked to nominate. A short-list of candidates is prepared and students are asked if they would like to consider standing for House Captain. Standing nominees are then interviewed by the House Leader and a recommendation is made to the College Executive.

It is with pleasure, therefore, I announce the following as House Captains for 2015:

Bosco
Dylan Amey and Molly Head McNally
Ellen Bowley and Mitchell Young Gallagher
Kireea Cugley and John Seindanis
Polding
Georgia Afford and Kane Dawes

House Captains will be formally commissioned at a special assembly early next year.

2015 Philippine Immersion
I am pleased to announce next year’s Philippine Immersion tour is now confirmed. There are still some places available. The immersion is open to students currently in Year 9, 10 and Year 11 and will take place during the mid-year holidays. More information is available by emailing the Deputy Principal – bczechowski@stmarkspirie.catholic.edu.au

Bosco Presentation Evening
Staff are currently in the final stages of preparing results for the Semester Two assessment cycle. We will soon determine our 2014 prize winners for scholarly excellence, effort and achievement and service to the community. Our Presentation Evening is a wonderful occasion to confer these awards in front of an appreciative audience of family and friends. Please note this year’s academic procession will take place at the Keith Michell Theatre. Prize winners will be notified by mail no later than Tuesday 25 November.

Year 11 Exams
Monday 24 November to Friday 28 November

Year 11 Final Day
Friday 28 November

Year 12 Graduation
Friday 28 November

Year 10 Exams
Friday 28 November to Tuesday 2 December

Year 10 Final Day
Tuesday 2 December

Orientation for New Year 8-12 students
Monday 1 December

Bosco Presentation Night
Tuesday 2 December

Spencer Gulf Athletics Billeting for 2015
In 2015, St Mark’s College will be hosting the Spencer Gulf Athletics Carnival. We are asking for parent support in billeting students from St Joseph’s in Port Lincoln. Traditionally St Joseph’s College of Port Lincoln has arrived on the Thursday night prior to competition and students have been billeted by host families. Given new child protection regulations, it is necessary to initiate the organization of host families earlier than previous years. We anticipate that approximately 60 - 80 students will require billeting. We would like to obtain an initial indication of how many families are willing to host students for 2015. Please note that families do not need to have a child participating in the carnival to have a billet. New regulations require all adults (18 years and over) residing with a host family have a Catholic police check. This will be free of charge, and organised through the College.

If you are interested in hosting a billet, please email your interest to Jesslyn Oxford – joxford@stmarkspirie.catholic.edu.au as soon as possible.

Jesslyn Oxford, Sports Coordinator

Bosco Campus Presentation Evening
Northern Festival Centre – Keith Michell Theatre
Tuesday 2 December at 7pm

Brett Czechowski
Deputy Principal - Bosco Campus
Year 11 Biology Excursion

On Wednesday November 5 the two Stage 1 Biology classes travelled to the Adelaide Zoo. Students were required to study the individual and social behaviours displayed by a chosen animal across the day, in addition to studying the adaptations and behaviour of a range of other animals at the zoo. The results of the studies will be used to complete an assignment on Animal Behaviour back at school. Wang Wang and Funi were a highlight for most students and feeding time at the Reptile House made for gruesome viewing. We were lucky to have a warm sunny day with all of the animals being active, including the impressive vocal show put on by the Gibbons and Siamangs.

Jane Bennett, Year 11 Biology Teacher

Year 11 Food and Hospitality

As part of Stage 1 Food and Hospitality, the Year 11 students recently opened a ‘Pop-Up’ restaurant called The Hexagon. The students collaborated to ensure the menu was filled with a range of appetising and creative food and beverages, including dishes such as Salt and Pepper Squid, Chocolate Meringue Tarts and Homemade Lemonade. As a class, the students were well prepared and the event ran very smoothly. It was a great way to show off the skills that the students have developed throughout the year and was a team effort. I look forward to seeing The Hexagon pop up again next year!

Sandy Lee, Home Ec Teacher

Year 12 Exams

The year 2014 saw 87 students finish folio tasks and tests. Final external exams were written in 12 subjects which contributed to 58% of students doing an external exam. Visual Arts and Material Products were exhibited and moderated externally.

I am proud to congratulate all students on the dedication and determination which was displayed at all times. We bid farewell and good luck to our Year 12 students in their further studies, decisions and occupational future.

Meriam de Vries, Director of Teaching and Learning
Mid North Tennis Carnival

On Wednesday 5 November, 12 St Mark’s Students competed in the first ever Mid North Secondary School Tennis Carnival, held at the Port Pirie Tennis Centre. Teams came across from Jamestown, Booleroo and Gladstone to play in the carnival. St Mark’s entered 2 boys teams and 1 girls team. The day ran very smoothly, the St Mark’s boys teams played very well and St Mark’s B finished top of their pool to play off in the Grand Final against Gladstone. After a very tight contest, St Mark’s went down by only 2 games, which made Gladstone the first winner of the Carnival. The girls placed 2nd in their pool to Booleroo, which also made them runner up. The students played very well, and showed excellent court demeanour and sportsmanship throughout the day. They were a credit to the College.

Jesslyn Oxford, Sports Coordinator

SAPSASA Tennis

In Week 4 from 3 - 7 November, 11 students from represented Pirie District in SAPSASA Tennis. Our games were played mainly at Peake Gardens Tennis Club. Pirie was placed in Division 2 and although we were faced with some challenging opponents the students competed admirably and showed great sportsmanship throughout the week. Thanks to the parents who travelled down to Adelaide and supported the students during the week. A big thank you to the students for being such a great team and making the week so enjoyable.

Pia Keain, SAPSASA Tennis Coordinator

SMC Tennis

Port Pirie Junior Closed Tennis Tournament

The annual tournament will be played on Saturday 29 November (afternoon and evening) and Sunday 30 November and is open to all players from the Port Pirie Junior Association from the A Grade through to F Grade. This season, players will play round robin singles events in the grades they compete in rather than in age groups. Players will then be grouped with other players who play a similar position in that grade. Entry forms have been distributed to all players and need to be returned to the Tennis Centre by Saturday 22 November. There are no fees as these have already been included in season affiliation fees.

Pageant Weekend Matches

Due to the Port Pirie Christmas Pageant on Saturday 6 December, all matches will be played at 8:30am. The matches normally programmed for 10:30am will also be played at 8:30am. All E and F Grade matches will be played at 4:30pm on Friday 5 December as normal. St Mark’s Boys D Grade Remie and Freeman, will also play on Friday 5 December at 4:30pm.

Canteen Roster Reminder

The canteen roster and parent supervision rosters have not been correlated as they were drawn up at different times. Please check if the duties clash as parents may need to be swap one of the duties if they do clash.

E Grade Supervision Reminder

When rostered on as parent supervisor, please encourage players to keep moving back towards the baseline to serve, as the aim is to have the majority of E Graders serving from the baseline after Christmas.

F Grade Supervision Reminder

A reminder when rostered on as parent supervisor, please collect the rubber lines from the clubrooms and set up three-quarter way up the court and then pack them up and return them to the clubrooms along with the score sheet at the completion of matches.

Inter-association Match

Congratulations to our players who retained the Inter-Association Shield in the annual match against the Barossa and Light Association in Port Pirie on Sunday-41 sets-398 games to 23 sets-277 games.

Thank You

Thank you to our resilient and enthusiastic parents who attend matches every week to support our St Mark’s players. It is much appreciated by the players and College!

Des McKeough, SMC Tennis Coordinator
Recently we have had a variety of activities happening with our Senior students.

Our Year 10 students have been working through their Vet competency, “Muster and Move livestock, and have had experience handling the Lambs and Ewes in the sheep yards.

With the Year 10 Aquaculture unit, we were very fortunate to have the services of Mr Frank Amato, who has had many years in the fish industry. He talked to students about his experiences in the industry, and then involved the students in scaling our Silver perch, while he cleaned them ready for packaging with our new Vacuum packer. Thank you to Mr Amato for his help with our students.

Our Year 11 students, as part of their wool course, were fortunate to have guest speaker, Mr Simon Seppelt, from quality wool, who brought with him a huge bag of wool samples. By the end of the afternoon, he had covered the whole process from the sheep’s back to the final garment, and had students successfully sorting and classing the different wool samples. Thank you to Mr Seppelt for his help on the day.

Paul Matthews, Agriculture Teacher
SMC Uniform Survey

The Uniform Committee met earlier this week to discuss the results of the recent Uniform Survey. We were very pleased with the high response rate 39.5% (233) and with the overall results of the survey. The Committee is committed to use the feedback provided from the survey to further improve the student uniform in partnership with our provider Sportscene Super Warehouse.

Below a summary of the improvements being considered:

• A new microfiber PE short option with a 4 way stretch fabric will become available in December this year.

• A new style tracksuit pant will be designed, microfiber and fleece were popular options. A sample will be organized for consideration.

• The colour of the tie will change to Navy Blue to match school jumper. The new tie will be transitioned as current stocks reduce.

• New school bags/backpacks have been designed however will not be compulsory. Both will be available December. A smaller backpack will also be available next year.

• Adding the school logo to the front of the cap/hat. (The existing hat/cap can be used indefinitely).

• A school blazer will be designed and made available however will not be compulsory.

• The fabric of the winter skirt will change from (35% Wool/65% Polyester) to (45% Wool/55% Polyester).

• A female specific shirt will be designed.

• Boys summer/winter shirts sizes will now be available up to size 2B.

• Exploring the option of a lighter fabric for the boys summer shorts.

• The introduction of a non-compulsory alternative girls shoe eg T-Bar.

• The introduction of a non-compulsory St Mark’s sport sock.

The results of the Uniform Survey can be accessed on the College Website:
http://www.stmarkspirie.catholic.edu.au/__files__/4725/Student%20Uniform%20Survey%20Data%20All%20141110.pdf

We would like to thank parents for responding to the survey and look forward to your continued feedback.

SMC Uniform Committee

Have you visited the St Mark’s College Website lately?

Have a look at what we have been up to at the College and find out the answers to all those school related questions by visiting the St Mark’s College Website.

www.stmarkspirie.catholic.edu.au

For Sale

Computers
Cost $50.00 each
The College is offering 14 Computers for Sale that are approximately 6 years old. The desktop computers include:
• HP dc7800 Small Form Factor PC
• Intel Core 2 Duo E8300 2.83GHz
• 2Gb DDR2 RAM
• 80Gb SATA 3.5”HDD
• USB 2.0 Ports - x2 Front, x6 Rear
• DVD Drive (NONE of these are functional, but they can be replaced/upgraded.)
• Onboard Gigabit Ethernet port
• Built-in PC Audio Speaker
• HP 19”16:9 Widescreen Monitor (some buttons are missing, but still functional.)
• Operating System - Microsoft Windows XP SP3
• Software - Microsoft Office 2007
• Cables – x 2 NEW power cords, 1x VGA
• USB Keyboard
• USB Laser Mouse
Enquiries can be made by contacting the General Administration (The Terrace) on 86322800. Please note Terms and Conditions apply Payment will be required prior to computers being collected.

Piano
Piano available for Tender. Enquiries and Tender Forms at Bosco Front Office. Closing date 4pm Tuesday 25 November.

Port Football and Community Sporting Club
Open daily from 10.00am